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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES
Insiders in the grow room industry understand that grow rooms have real trouble making money. I have heard that
about 80% or more lose money. I do not know the stats, but let us assume that in general a modern grow room has
enormous costs. It is a tough low margin business and is generally regarded as such.
Can Native American Tribes undercut grow rooms in legal states? Apparently they can, but the problems are complex.
John Shroyer reported last week that “Federal agents sent about as strong a message as they possibly could this
week to Native American tribes looking to get into the cannabis industry: do it right, or we’ll shut you down.
Agents from both the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Bureau of Indian Affairs raided a pair of grow sites on
tribal land Wednesday in northeastern California, signaling that the federal government won’t be completely handsoff when it comes to cannabis on reservations.”
He went on to state “Federal agents sent about as strong a message as they possibly could this week to Native
American tribes looking to get into the cannabis industry: do it right, or we’ll shut you down. Still, several insiders
who are working closely with Native Americans interested in the cannabis industry said these two small tribes
brought the raids on themselves.”
Native American grows have the potential to undercut the entire legal state grow industry that struggles for making
money at today’s retail and wholesale prices.
I am currently doing research to understand the possibility of Native American grows undercutting the heart of the
marijuana/cannabis grow industry. The issues are complex. If Native American grows can operate within the law,
and at the same time compete with grows in legal states, their advantage is disruptive in a marginal business.

